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			Canadian Budget Infographic

    

    

    

    



	
		
			This FreshPlan Canadian Budget infographic illustrates many of the complex highlights that will affect your clients.

Canada’s Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland delivered the budget on March 28, 2023 with the with the plan to build a stronger, more sustainable, and more secure Canadian economy.
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Updated with each federal Budget, see reflections from the previous release and the highlights to look forward to.




		

	


	
		
			The Budget looks to place Canada on a path to target inflation relief; and include stronger public health care, including the Canada Dental Program. Additionally, significant investments are added to build Canada’s clean economy. Many Canadians are faced with affordability challenges, and are feeling the effects of higher grocery prices and housing costs. While inflation has fallen in Canada for eight straight months, it remains elevated—both in Canada and around the world.

This Canadian Budget infographic highlights personal finance items and items that affect small and large Canadian businesses. The infographic is included in FreshPlan software and is also available as a print-ready or web-ready piece.

Related Infographic: Tax Tips


		

	


	


		

	





	
		
			Companion Calculator
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			Companion calculators help to establish your current financial situation to begin the financial planning process. Companion calculators include:

	The Risk of Not Taking a Risk
	Diversify and Protect



		

	

		

	



	
		
			Infographic Features

	
		
			Communicate Complex Concepts

Financial Infographics are an effective way to take complex ideas, filled with data and facts and simplifying the story using with visuals. When clients and prospects gain insights quickly, the content is more memorable.


		

	


	
		
			Current & Shareable

Manage your client communications with current and timely vibrant infographics to share on social media, via email, in meetings or mailings.


		

	


	
		
			Personalized

Infographics are personalized with the advisor name, contact information and company logo.
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Web Calculators
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                                Debt Repayment Calculator                            

                                                            
                                    Mortgage and Debt                                

                                                        
                                Calculator the power of strategic debt repayment, illustrating potential time and interest savings.
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                                Marginal Tax Rate Calculator                            

                                                            
                                    Tax Planning                                

                                                        
                                Calculate how your marginal tax rate differs from your average tax rate
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                                Rent vs Buy Calculator                            

                                                            
                                    Mortgage and Debt                                

                                                        
                                Calculate the financial difference between renting or buying a home.
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                                Rule of 72 Calculator                            

                                                            
                                    Investing                                

                                                        
                                The Rule of 72 calculator is a quick way to estimate how long it will take your investment to double in value.
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                                Income Splitting Calculator                            

                                                            
                                    Tax Planning                                

                                                        
                                Calculate how income splitting can reduce your overall tax bill

                            

                        

                    
                            

            
        Infographics
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                                Disability Insurance Infographic                            

                                                            
                                    Infographics                                

                                                        
                                Protection for your family if you become unable to work.
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                                Life Insurance Infographic                            

                                                            
                                    Infographics                                

                                                        
                                Determining the right life insurance coverage for your needs is an important decision.
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                                RRSP Infographic                            

                                                            
                                    Infographics                                

                                                        
                                A helpful resource and an effective piece to share with clients to explore saving and future goals.
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                                Registered Plan Limits                            

                                                            
                                    Infographics                                

                                                        
                                This Registered Plan Limits Infographic is a convenient guide for the 2024 contribution limits of various regi...
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                                Year End Planning Infographic                            

                                                            
                                    Infographics                                

                                                        
                                Since many year end planning opportunities have firm deadlines, acting now can help your clients ensure they h...

                            

                        

                    
                            

            
            
                        
                                            
                    The reports are really user-friendly, and it’s easy to add in concepts for extra information. And with the new developments, it’s ...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            Mariska Reinerink

                                                                                        Financial Planner
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    Our MFDA salespeople were selling mutual funds to our clients and did not have the tools to discuss a members goals and financial ...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            Geoff Cook

                                                                                        Manager, Wealth Advisory
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    I’ve been a long time user of this program and appreciate the timely, relevant content that is so well put together it is a seamle...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            Marie Phillips

                                                                                        Wealth Advisor
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    FreshPlan and the infographics are presented in a way that is easy to explain and relate to the clients. Clients get it, and are n...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            Scott Smith

                                                                                        Certified Financial Planner
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    FreshPlan is my go to reference tool for showing clients current financial infographics and calculating financial planning modules...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            Bill Southall

                                                                                        Senior Financial Planning Advisor
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    FreshPlan is easy to use, fast and easy to understand for the clients. It avoids clustering the data and making it look complicate...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            Saqib Khan

                                                                                        Wealth Specialist
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    Easy to use, customized output great quick planning tool to show concepts.

                    
                        
                        
                                                            M. Armstrong

                                                                                        Financial Advisor
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    Easy to navigate, quick input and even faster results, clean layout.

                    
                        
                        
                                                            J. Ong

                                                                                        Financial Advisor
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    FreshPlan is the best one stop shop for Advisors!

                    
                        
                        
                                                            S. Tanner

                                                                                        Financial Planner
                                                    

                    

                

                                                            
                    FreshPlan has been a huge time saver when I need to provide clients with registered plan info, or quick calculators to help them w...

                    
                        
                        
                                                            B. Davies

                                                                                        Financial Advisor
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		About us

		Since 1996, Ativa Interactive has been developing software, website content, financial calculators and infographics for the financial services industry. Our mission is to consistently deliver effective, practical, easy-to-use, visual tools.



		
		Contact Ativa

		1063 King Street West, Suite 265
Hamilton ON Canada L8S 4S3
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